PierTech® Systems, LLC. is revolutionizing the construction industry with patented and patent pending
products such as the TRU-LIFT® Bracket, the Cross-Bolt Connection, the Insta-Brace Anchor, and the High
Capacity Hercules Pile. PierTech® offers both round and square shafts as well as both helical and push piers.
PierTech® Systems is dedicated to providing the Construction Industry with the strongest, most versatile,
and effective products on the market today!

Home Owners and Contractors alike rave about the PierTech® line of
Residential Products! Homes owners love the security and peace of mind
they receive knowing their home is supported by the strongest, most
rigid, and longest lasting products on the market. Contractors prefer
our products over any other due to their ease of use and durability.
Features include:
					
					
					
					

Patented TRU-LIFT® Bracket - Designed to draw into the foundation and 			
manufactured to be the strongest on the market.

Patented Cross-Bolt Connection - Eliminates deflection by locking pile in all planes.
Hot Dip Zinc Galvanized - Protection for the inside and outside of the product ensures its

longevity.

PierTech® Commercial and Industrial products have quickly become
an industry standard. PierTech’s® dedication to providing high
strength, versatile products have caused professional contractors to
prefer them over any other product.
Commercial & Industrial Applications Include:
Foundation Repair - TRU-LIFT® Bracket.
New Construction - TEE Bracket.
Tie-Back - Square helical anchors and thread bar adaptors.
Tilt-Up - The Insta-Brace Bracket.
Multi Story - High Capacity Hercules Pile capable of supporting 10 tons.
Tie-Downs - Round and Square shaft helical piles
Pipelines - Round and Square shaft helical piles
Utility Towers - Round and Square shaft helical piles
Boardwalks - Round shaft helical pile and saddle bracket

ALL PRODUCTS ARE NEW !
AND
CUSTOM MANUFACTURED!

Personal Training and Certification
Engineering Support
Professional Marketing Tools
Protected Contracting Area
Wide Range of v Proven Products
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